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Under the Radar: The First Woman in Radio Astronomy: Ruby Payne-Scott (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2009
This is the biography of Ruby Payne-Scott (1912 to 1981). As the first female radio astronomer (and one of the first people in the world to consider radio astronomy), she made classic contributions to solar radio physics. 


She also played a major role in the design of the Australian government's Council for Scientific and...
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Head First NetworkingO'Reilly, 2009
Frustrated with networking books so chock-full of acronyms that your brain goes into sleep mode? Head First Networking's unique, visually rich format provides a task-based approach to computer networking that makes it easy to get your brain engaged. You'll learn the concepts by tying them to on-the-job tasks, blending practice and theory...
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The Definitive Guide to Django: Web Development Done Right, Second EditionApress, 2009
This latest edition of The Definitive Guide to Django is updated for Django 1.1, and, with the forward–compatibility guarantee that Django now provides, should serve as the ultimate tutorial and reference for this popular framework for years to come.
 Django, the Python–based equivalent to Ruby’s Rails web development...
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Test Driven Development in Ruby: A Practical Introduction to TDD Using Problem and Solution Domain AnalysisApress, 2017

	Learn the basics of test driven development (TDD) using Ruby. You will carry out problem domain analysis, solution domain analysis, designing test cases, and writing tests first. These fundamental concepts will give you a solid TDD foundation to build upon. Test Driven Development in Ruby is written by a developer for...
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Metaprogramming RubyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010
Ruby inherits characteristics from various languages—Lisp, Smalltalk, C, and Perl, to name a few. Metaprogramming comes from Lisp (and Smalltalk). It’s a bit like magic, which makes something astonishing possible. There are two kinds of magic: white magic, which does good things, and black magic, which can do nasty things. Likewise,...
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Java For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Java is good stuff. I’ve been using it for years. I like Java because it’s very
	orderly. Almost everything follows simple rules. The rules can seem
	intimidating at times, but this book is here to help you figure them out. So, if
	you want to use Java and want an alternative to the traditional techie, softcover
	book, sit...
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Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Even bad code can function. But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees. Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly written code. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

	

	Noted software expert Robert C. Martin presents a revolutionary paradigm with...
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Internet & World Wide Web: How to Program (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	Welcome to Internet and web programming and Internet & WorldWide Web How to Program,
	Fourth Edition! At Deitel & Associates, we write programming language textbooks
	and professional books for Prentice Hall, deliver corporate training worldwide and develop
	Web 2.0 Internet businesses. The book has been...
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Introducing Data Science: Big Data, Machine Learning, and more, using Python toolsManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Introducing Data Science teaches you how to accomplish the fundamental tasks that occupy data scientists. Using the Python language and common Python libraries, you'll experience firsthand the challenges of dealing with data at scale and gain a solid foundation in data science.

	...
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Ruby on Rails BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Thanks to the explosive growth in popularity of the Rails framework, the equally popular Ruby programming language now has a great place to hang its hat. The powerful combination of the two provides the perfect toolset to create Web applications that feature concise code, clean syntax, and easy maintenance. This must-have book is your best guide on...
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Expert F# 3.0Apress, 2012

	Expert F# 3.0 is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of data-rich functional programming into the hands of professional developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity.

	

	Expert F# 3.0 is:
...
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JavaScript Projects for KidsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get to know the concepts of HTML and CSS to work with JavaScript
	
		Explore the concepts of object-oriented programming
	
		Follow this step-by-step guide on the fundamentals of JavaScript programming



	Book Description


	JavaScript is the most widely-used...
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